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Through grid computing and cloud computing technologies, SCE (Scientific Computing
Environment) integrates massive computing, storage and application resources. These resources are
packaged as easy-to-use open APIs in RESTful web services. These APIs are used to develop
terminal software for multi-disciplinary and cross-scenario. Around authentication and authorization
issues among users, several services for open APIs, authentication and authorization are proposed
and implemented in this paper. The proposed services provide single sign-on for several WEB
communities by SCE accounts, support users to authorize terminal software that could access
massive resources and personal private data in proxy mode, and also help administrators determine
which open APIs a client could access. Atop the proposed services, all related people consisting of
users, developers and administrators, no longer need to worry about and solve complex problems
with authentication and authorization. What they need to pay much attention on are specific business
logics and application scenarios for their interested areas. The proposed services have been applied
to general computing portal, operation and management portal in national high-performance
computing environment, and also WEB communities for computational chemistry, bioinformatics,
etc. These examples show that the proposed services have achieved good performance and user
experience.
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1.

2.

Background and issues
In the process of providing computing services for users and developers, we found that
SCEAPI-REST [4] reduced the workload of designing and implementing clients such as WEB
communities and mobile apps, but also introduced authentication and authorization issues
among users, computing resources and clients themselves. Through deeply analysis and
discussion, there were 3 problems to be solved as follows.
(1). How an account of SCE securely could login into a client developed by third-party
without disclosing sensitive credential information such as password? SCE provides each user
an account, ant a user can use that account login into different clients. Different authentication
methods were required to satisfy several typical clients such as web gateways, scripts and
desktop applications in development and production environments. In addition, it was necessary
to provide users single-sign-on service in order to avoid inputting account credentials repeatedly
in different clients.
(2). How a user of SCE could authorize a client to access computing resources and private
data in limited scope and block illegal actions beyond the approved scope? A user should
authorize a client to perform some actions on behalf of him based on Auth2 protocol. It was
necessary to implement some component for supporting simple and standard OAuth2
authorization workflow.
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Introduction
Through grid computing and cloud computing technologies ， CNGrid [1] and SCE
(Scientific Computing Environment, previously also known as ScGrid) [2] integrate massive
computing, storage and application resources. As a general-purpose computing platform started
from 2006 in CAS (Chinese Academy of Sciences), SCE is designed as a pyramidal structure.
At present, the top layer is a centralized massive computing environment named ERA which is a
heterogeneous cluster, a 2.3 petaflops supercomputer for computing and data service platform.
The middle layer is distributed among China, in which 9 branch centres are selected and
connected. In addition, SCE has 19 sub-branch centres and 11 GPU centres in the bottom layer.
Until now, SCE has integrated more than 200 petaflops computing capability and 200 petabytes
storage capability [3].
To leverage massive computing capability and hundreds of applications in SCE, a set of
easy-to-use RESTful web API has provided for developers since 2013 [4]. Based on these APIs,
the developers could pay much attention on designing and implementing business logics of
different kinds of scenarios occurred in interesting disciplines and fields. However, computing
capability and user’s data are protected resources which should be limited to access by certain
authentication and authorization service. This paper proposed and implemented simple RESTful
web APIs to solve authentication and authorization issues among users, terminal clients and
open web APIs in SCE. The remains of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 discussed
background and issues to be solved in this paper. Section 3 described the architecture of simple
authentication and authorization service, including design principles, modules and services.
Section 4 discussed simple authentication services and multi-granularity authorization services.
Several typical use cases were described in section 5 to show availability and simplicity. Section
6 described related works. And section 7 summarized this paper and pointed out future work.
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(3). How an administrator could manage privileges of open APIs and assign different
permissions to any client dynamically? SCEAPI-REST provides different kinds of services such
as jobs, data, applications computing resources, in form of easy-to-use RESTful web APIs.
Therefore, certain service or tools were needed to implement authorization based on resource
and role models.
3.
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Figure 1 Microservice architecture of Simple authentication and authorization
3.1

Client layer

Clients are softwares that provide command lines, graphical desktop applications, and web
gateways for users and administrators to perform lots of actions in SCE. But it is more accurate
to say that clients are certain kinds of terminal softwares developed on SCEAPI-REST by
developers coming from many disciplines and research areas. Due to the cross-platform and
cross-language features of SCEAPI-REST, developers can choose a familiar and extensible
integrated development environment (IDE) to create an application community that reflects
individual needs, as long as the IDE supports HTTP protocol and Ajax asynchronous requestresponse mode. Based on the authentication and authorization services proposed in this paper, a
client can perform authentication by different methods of username and password strings, SSO
and so on. Further, a client can login to SCEAPI-REST in backend in different authentication
methods on behalf of a user who has authorized the specific client. Then the client can access
massive computing resources and user’s private data, perform actions emitted by a user.
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Microservice architecture of Simple authentication and authorization
Based on SCEAPI-REST, microservice architecture was designed to provide simple
authentication (AuthN) and authorization (AuthZ) services according to low coupling and high
cohesion design principles. In the process of designing, we paid much attention on determining
core functions of each microservice, isolating different microservice, and maintaining API
compatibility between backward and forward versions. The microservice architecture was
shown in figure 1. In this section, each layer and microservice were discussed as follows.
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3.2

Microservices layer

3.2.1

SSO Authentication microservice

As shown in figure2, the SSO Authentication microservice provides general authentication
services for different clients by means of SDKs and RESTful web APIs, which is described in
detail in section 4.1. This microservice palyed as a gateway to all different clients in SCE. All
users would be redirected to this microservice, complete authentication workflow in a security
environment, and then access at least one or more clients in which they are interested.
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Figure 2 the context and modules of SSO Authentication microservice
This microservice is built on Apereo CAS, a famous and enterprise-class open source
framework for SSO [5]. All accounts are managed and stored in a light weight LDAP database
in SCE. It is easy to connect Apereo CAS to the LDAP database and add CAPTCHA to the
Apereo CAS to avoid malicious attacks. Besides, attributes of user principle are modified to
satisfy requirements of account mapping in SCE. At last, SSO service is provided for different
clients developed by 3rd-party and ourselves developers.
Generally, a client is composed of a frontend displayed as certain web pages or a mobile
application for any mobile device, and a backend that receives requests from the corresponding
5
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This layer is composed of 4 mircoservices as shown in the middle of figure 1. For
developers, these microservices provide RESTful APIs that supports cross-platform and crosslanguage features, or Software Development Kits (SDKs) in popular programming languages
such as Java, Python and so on. Based on the RESTful APIs or SDKs, developers can spend less
time for how to implement authentication and authorization on their own clients and more time
on business logics originated from the specific scenarios. For common users, these
mircoservices provide standard OAuth2 workflow and several kinds of methods to authenticate
or authorize a client in order to avoid disclosing sensitive information and inputting credentials
repeatedly in different clients. For administrators, these mircoservices provide simple interface
to define roles, classify APIs and mange authorization scopes. Each mircoservices is discussed
in detail as follows.
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frontend and perform actions on behalf of a user by calling APIs provided SCEAPI-REST,
discussed in section 3.2.3 in detail. In order to provide SSO, any backend of the clients needs to
insert a client of Apereo CAS into its workflow and configure parameters to protect certain
sensitive actions. If a developer can’t find a client of Apereo CAS in specific programming
language or platform, the developer could implement a customized client easily and quickly
based on RESTful APIs provided in this paper and protocols [6] provided by Apereo CAS.
3.2.2

Authorization microservice
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Figure 3 the context and modules of authorization microservice
According to features of resource and derived RESTful APIs, several super groups and
common groups are defined for each API in SCEAPI-REST. Each API could belong to one or
more authorization groups. An API that does not belong to any group cannot be accessed by a
client. The granularity of authorization is a group that could be composed of empty, one or more
APIs. By adding or removing APIs in the specific group, multi-level granularity of authorization
could be implemented to meet the requirements of complex application scenarios. For superprivileged APIs, the action couldn’t be performed unless the user and the client both have
advanced permissions.
The Cross-origin Resources Sharing (CORS) module is used to determine whether a client
can call SCEAPI-REST from the browser to better support single web page applications. When
a request is received by SCEAPI-REST, the microservice gets CORS information, and then
checks whether a request from different domains has permissions for performing certain actions.
In addition, this microservice provides a standard OAuth2 workflow for users to authorize a
6
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The authorization microservice is designed on principle of resources and roles. According
RESTful rules, everything is abstracted as a resource and all actions could be mapped into
several operations in HTTP protocol, such as GET, POST, DELETE, and so on. SCEAPI-REST
provides many actions on different resources including but not limited to jobs, supercomputers,
applications. Besides, there are 3 important roles in SCE. A user performs actions on certain
clients in SCE. A developer designs and implements a client for the specific scenarios. An
administrator determines what APIs could a client has permissions to access. From the above
consideration, the authorization microservice provides resource and role based authorization
service for computing users, clients and administrators, as show in figure 3.
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client accessing computing resources and private data on behalf of him, and provides a simple
procedure for developers to apply permissions which a client needs to implement workflows for
complicated scenarios.
3.2.3

SCEAPI-REST microservice

Client
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Figure 4 the context and modules of SCEAPI-REST microservice
For simplicity, it is common to the SCEAPI-REST microservice providing username and
password authentication method for testing and scripts written by professional computing users.
It is not recommended that developers adopt this simple authentication method in production
environment for security reasons. Trusted client authentication belongs to super-privileged
authentication method, which requires a client firstly obtains a certificate from SCEAPI-REST.
A client proves its identity to the SCEAPI-REST microservice with RSA or DSA certificates
when the backend of the client starts. In this method, SCEAPI-REST only verifies whether the
username provided by a trusted client exists on the account database LDAP and is available. For
security, only the clients implemented and maintained by our own team could be permitted to
use this authentication method.
For clients implemented and maintained by 3rd-party, it is recommended that developer
adopts CAS proxy method to access APIs provided by SCEAPI-REST microservice in their
clients. It is well known that Apereo CAS provides a simple method to implement proxy
authentication. A developer could configure his client easily to support proxy authentication
according to guide documents provided by Apereo CAS. The SCEAPI-REST microservice will
check proxy authentication information and determine whether permit or deny a request comes
from a client. In addition, SCEAPI-REST microservice also generates metadata and one-time
token of a large file for the large file transfer microservice discussed in section 3.2.4 in detail.
7
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SCEAPI-REST is a unified RESTful web API for HPC and enables access to massive HPC
resources aggregated by SCE middleware in ScGrid and CNGrid. SCEAPI provides developers
a set of easy-to-use programming capabilities for accessing HPC resources, such as jobs, data,
supercomputers, and applications. Full discussion of SCEAPI-REST is out of the scope of this
paper. Only authentication and authorization service is discussed in this section. In order to
support different clients accessing HPC resources integrated into SCE, several authentication
modes were added to SCEAPI-REST microservice, as shown in figure 4.
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3.2.4

Large file transfer microservice

It is common to a job that has large input or output files which are hundreds of megabytes
or even tens of gigabytes. It is not suitable for SCEAPI-REST to perform large files transfer
service because the transfer service often spends lots of time and consumes much CPU
capability so that the response time might be much longer for the transient actions that only
need a little CPU capability. Therefore, a dedicated microservice for transferring big files is
implemented to enhance data transfer capability and support high throughout jobs, as shown in
Figure 5.

Token
AuthN
SCEAPI-REST
Microserivce

Token
Cache

Data Transfer Service

AuthN AuthZ
Middleware SCE
CNGrid

Figure 5 the context and modules of Big file transfer microservice
If a user wants to transfer a large file, he firstly accesses a client and declares that a large
file needs to be transferred. After authentication and authorization check passed, SCEAPI-REST
accepts a transfer request coming from the client, gets metadata of the large file, generates onetoken, saves information into shared storage, then returns a redirected response to the client. The
client accesses the big file transfer microservice via the URL that carries one-time token. Upon
receiving a request, the token authentication module is responsible for check whether the onetime token is available and being used for the first time. Then the data transfer service begins to
transfer the specific file as the URL requested. If there is something wrong caused by network
or other reasons, the transfer could be restarted and continues from last position if the request
from the same client that defines by User-Agent in browser, original IP and other information.
3.3

Base services

This layer is composed of storage and open source software. The MySQL database
provides persistent storage of user information and authorization information. The Memcached,
open source distributed caching system, provides caching storage capability storing metainformation of large files, temporary tokens and other environmental data for high-speed access.
SCE middleware provides massive computing resources and a large number of application
softwares, models and algorithms to complete user's computing tasks.
4.

Simple authentication and authorization services
Based on the architecture and microservices proposed in this paper, authentication and
authorization services are provided for solving issues among computing users, clients and
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SCEAPI-REST. In this section, RESTful API, authentication methods and workflows, and
authorization service are discussed as follws.
4.1

RESTful API for authentication and authorization

Table1 RESTful open API for simplified authentication and authorization
Simple
authentication
SSO
authentication

4.2

HTTP methods
POST
POST
GET
POST
POST
GET
DELETE

API path
/users/login
/users/login/platform
/users/logout
/casv4-service/v1/ticket
/casv4-service/v1/ticket/{TGT}
/{protected-client}/?ticket=ST-*
/casv4-service/v1/ticket/{TGT}

remark
Username/password
Trusted client and username
logout
authenticate and return a TGT
A TGT changes to a ST
Access a protected client
Logout SSO

Multiple authentication methods and two-phrase authentication workflow
WEB Client
WEB
pages

AuthN phrase I

CAS SSO

WEB
backend
One-time Token

Username/password
Truested client

Username/password

SCEAPI-REST

CAS Proxy

Big Files
Transfer

AuthN phrase II
Middleware SCE
CNGrid

Figure 6 multiple authentication methods and tow-phrase authentication workflow
The simple authentication service proposed in this paper is divided into two phases, as
shown in Figure 6. The first phrase is used to login into a client via an account of SCE. Clients
such as WEB gateways and mobile applications supporting HTTP protocol can perform
authentication workflow through SSO which provides good experience and avoids risk of
clients disclosing account sensitive information. The username\password authentication method
could be used only in developing or test environments.

9
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The authentication services provided in this paper are REST API and an SDK libraries. All
RESTful API shares the same access entry point described as a second-level domain name.
Each API is defined by relative path, HTTP methods and parameters, as shown in Table 1. The
SSO service is built on Apereo CAS, which also provides different kinds of client SDK in
popular programming languages. Compared with modifying and customizing authentication in a
client, RESTful API provided in this paper provides a more flexible authentication method,
which is convenient for developers to design and implement different authentication workflows
that meet requirements of application scenarios.
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The second phrase is used to login into SCEAPI-REST microservice for a client on behalf
of a user in SCE. The username\password authentication method is the easiest way to
authenticate. For security reason, it is generally used in the development and testing phase of
clients and Linux script. The trusted client authentication method requires check the identity of a
client by means of RSA or DSA certificates. The SSO authentication method is more secure and
reliable. However, this method requires the WEB gateways to develop an additional proxy
authentication workflow. Then the SCEAPI-REST microservice will check proxy authentication
information and determine whether permit or deny a request comes from a client.
Multi-granularity authorization service
WEB
client

SCEAPI-REST
Permissions
Get API
permissions

Check client
permission

Error and
suggestions

Check User
permission

Combine
check

No?

Response

Check Authz
issued by a user.

Yes?

Execute
API

Middleware SCE
CNGrid

Figure 7 authorization workflow of processing an request from a client
The authorization service proposed in this paper enables multi-granularity authorization
service and simple audit service in SCE. Each requests for an API goes through the entire
authorization check and logging workflow, as shown in figure 7. After login to a WEB client, a
user can initiate a request, such as submitting job metadata to to create a computing job. First, if
the request is sent from the browser directly, the client must pass the CORS authorization check.
Otherwise the call is aborted and an error message is returned. Secondly, SCEAPI-REST
microservice will check whether the request has permission for calling the API. The result
depends on the intersection of client permission, user’s permission and authorization granted by
the user to the current client. If the intersection is not empty, the check is passed. At last, the
SCEAPI-REST microservice checks the signature information about the API calculated based
on an HTTP method, a request URL, a timestamp, and a secret key returned when login
successfully. If not, the request is aborted and an error message is returned. If passed, the
request is processed and a response is returned.
Each microservice, which takes part in dealing with a request, always records metadata
and status information about the request identified by a global unique and random ID. Then the
log written by different microservices is collected by a log server. With help of an offline log
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4.3
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analyzation tool, an administrator could audit entire workflow for a request marked by a global
ID by analysing logs separated from different microservices.
5.

6.

Related works
Based on grid computing and cloud computing technologies, sscientific computing
environment aggregates massive computing resources to provide users with high-performance,
high-throughput, and artificial intelligence computing services. XSEDE (Extreme Science and
Engineering Discovery Environment) provides resources and services in the form of a single
virtual supercomputer [9].WLCG (World Wide LHC Computing Grid) is the world's largest
high-energy physics computing and storage facility [10], which provides computing and data
services for high energy physics. The national high-performance computing environment
(CNGrid) aggregates massive computing resources including five national supercomputing
canters in Tianjin, Jinan, Shenzhen, Changsha and Guangzhou in China [11]. Globus Online [12]
and Globus Platform-as-a-Service [13] can hosted service that lets you use powerful grid and
cloud computing capabilities without installing softwares. Globus also provides foundational
identity and access management platform services designed toaddress unique needs of the science and
engineering community [14].

In authentication, a pair of username and password is the most widely used authentication
method, despite the high security risks. MyProxy is an authentication method based on x.509
11
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Typical use cases
The simple authentication and authorization services proposed in this paper has been
applied to the WEB clients such as general computing Portal2.0[7], SCE status display
gateway[8] and other gateways or web communities in different disciplines and areas, such
meteorology, chemistry, biology, genetics, material and so on. The typical use cases show that
the simple authentication and authorization services proposed in this paper has good
performance and user experience.
Portal2.0 provides users with an one-stop console for performing computing tasks, which
supports easy-to-use graphical interface and supports full lifecycle management of jobs [7]. The
first phrase authentication used in Portal2.0 is the SSO authentication method so that all users
could access this gateway via global accounts provided by SCE. Because Portal 2.0 is developed
and maintained by our team, the trusted client authentication method is used in second phrase
authentication. From the view of a user, what all he needs to do is to login into portal2.0 with an
account provided by SCE, and then he can perform actions against jobs, data, supercomputers,
and applications in SCE.
The SCE status display gateway gathers status information about different resources, and
displays status information in multiple dimensions, such as queues, nodes, jobs, accounts,
utilization of CPU, memory, storage, and so on [8]. The gateway is authenticated in first phrase
by SSO authentication method provided by China Science and Technology Network. For
security, only users in the white list can access this gateway. The trusted client authentication
method is used in the second phrase authentication because the platform is developed and
maintained by ourselves. What’s more, the gateway accesses SCEAPI-REST from the front-end
browser in a read-only manner so that each request is checked by the CORS module. If passed,
the SCEAPI-REST queries information on backend databases and returns a response that
includes status data ordered by timestamp.
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7.

Summary
All resources in SCE are packaged as easy-to-use open APIs in RESTful web services.
Around authentication and authorization issues among users, open APIs and clients, simplified
authentication and authorization services were proposed and implemented in this paper. Several
micro-services were implemented or deployed to provide easy-to-use authentication and
authorization for RESTful WEB API in SCE. Atop the proposed services, all related people,
consisting of users, developers and administrators, they no longer need to worry about and solve
complex problems with authentication and authorization. What they need to pay much attention
on are specific business logics and application scenarios for their interested areas. In future,
much more account sources will be added to the authentication microservice proposed in this
paper.
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